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Summary
The deployment of animal-borne tracking devices has revolutionised the study of animal
behaviour, providing the opportunity to understand aspects of animal movement, physiology
and ecology that were previously difficult to study. Such advances have been particularly
important in the study of seabirds where the introduction of GPS tagging has allowed
researchers to track the movement and behaviour of individuals while they are at sea. However,
it is widely recognized that the negative effects associated with tag instrumentation on animal
behaviour cannot be completely avoided and needed to be considered when using tracking data.
For example, tagging an individual may lead to changes in its behaviour causing it to act
atypically, which casts doubt upon any biological interpretation that arises from such data. In
order to design studies in which the effect of tagging on behaviour is minimized researchers
have typically sought to use the lightest tags available. Researchers have often used one of two
commonly encountered rules-of-thumb that 1) a tag should not exceed 5% of the body mass of
the tagged animal; or 2) a tag should not exceed 3% of the body mass of the tagged animal.
However, there is little evidence supporting these general rules and it has been recommended
that tagging studies provide some empirical examination of the potential effects of tagging
when possible.
Here, we investigate the effect of GPS-tagging on the behaviour of black-legged
kittiwakes, Rissa tridactyla, that were tagged during the breeding season across multiple UK
colonies in the North Sea as part of the RSPB FAME / STAR tracking project, which was
conducted from 2010 to 2015. The RSPB FAME / STAR project deployed two different tag
types which we term ‘regular’ and ‘light’ that weighed 4.9% and 4.2% of the body mass of the
average individual respectively. Note that, by necessity, we restrict our comparison here to
birds tagged with devices of different weights rather than to a control group of untagged birds.
To assess potential tag effects during the FAME / STAR project we focussed upon a range of
measures including: 1) change in body mass during deployment (n = 173 individuals) and 2)
trip summary measures such as trip duration, maximum distance travelled from the colony and
total distance travelled per foraging trip (n = 290 individuals).
Across ten North Sea kittiwake colonies tracked during FAME, we found little evidence
that tag type influenced change in body mass during deployment. However, tag type was
associated with changes in trip duration via a two-way interaction between tag type and body
mass at deployment. For heavier birds tagged with regular tags trip duration was found to
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increase; however, for heavier birds tagged with light tags trip duration was found to decrease.
The 95% CRI of this interaction spanned zero, but it was included within the top weighted
model. The first foraging trip post-tagging was longer than subsequent foraging trips, although
this did not vary by tag type / mass so may have been due to the stress associated with capture
and handling rather than a direct effect of tag type. Similar results were reported for both
maximum distance travelled from the colony and total distance travelled during a foraging trip,
both of which were positively correlated with trip duration.
As well as the RSPB’s FAME / STAR tracking project an additional RSPB tracking
project called Seabirds and Wind (SaW) was conducted on birds from two kittiwake colonies
in North Yorkshire in 2017. Birds from these colonies were also tagged as part of the RSPBs
earlier FAME / STAR study, although a different set of individuals were tagged in each study.
The GPS tags used during the SaW study weighed only 2.5% of average kittiwake body mass
and were termed ‘extra-light’ tags. For birds at these two North Yorkshire colonies studied we
compared the behaviour of birds fitted with tags that vary in mass from regular, light (used
during the FAME / STAR project) to extra-light tags (used during the SaW project). To do so,
we focussed upon the following measures of behaviour: 1) trip summary measures (n = 115
individuals); 2) colony attendance (n = 79 individuals) and 3) in-flight activity (n = 106
individuals). As before, we examined the behaviour of birds carry tags of different weights and
not to a control group of untagged birds.
We found no difference in maximum distance travelled from the colony or total distance
travelled during a foraging trip between birds fitted with the different tag types across two
North Yorkshire colonies. Trip duration was greater, on average, in birds fitted with regular or
light tags during FAME / STAR than that in birds tagged with extra-light tags during the SaW
project but only if we used 90% credible intervals. We also observed much greater variation in
trip summary measures within birds tagged with extra-light tags during the SaW project and
the most extreme foraging trip lengths were recorded during the SaW project. There was no
difference in colony attendance patterns across bird fitted with either regular, light or extralight tags. However, birds that were tagged with extra-light tags during the SaW project spent
less time in-flight throughout each day-light period (day-light, civil twilight, nautical twilight,
astronomical twilight) than birds tagged with regular or light tags during the FAME / STAR
project.
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Overall, the evidence of tag effects from comparison of the behaviour of birds tagged
in Yorkshire during the FAME / STAR and SaW projects was inconclusive and there were
multiple confounding factors that made our results difficult to interpret. Firstly, the years in
which the FAME / STAR (2010 – 2015) and SaW (2017) projects were conducted did not
overlap and the behaviour of seabirds is known to vary across years. Secondly, the distribution
of birds tagged during FAME / STAR and SaW differed, which may also influence aspects of
bird’s behaviour. Thirdly, while some effort was made to restrict the FAME / STAR and SaW
datasets to cover similar seasonal periods, temporal overlap in the tracking periods was not
exact. Such problems arose because the FAME / STAR and SaW studies were designed
independently and were not designed specifically to address the issue of tag effects on body
mass and foraging behaviour.
Consideration of tag effects on animal behaviour is a key ethical and scientific
consideration for animal tracking studies. However, assessment of tag effects is not easy and
requires a carefully considered study design. In many cases, because analysis of tag effects is
not the primary focus of research the study design is not optimized for this purpose. The
analysis of tag effects in kittiwakes presented here provides some evidence of tag effects on
foraging trip duration and in-flight activity but the existence of various confounding factors
prevents a clear interpretation of the results. Consequently, the RSPB is investigating how it
can improve the design and reporting of tracking studies in the future to enhance our
understanding of tag effects.

Introduction
The biologging revolution, with the use of small, lightweight devices or tags to record spatial
and physiological parameters of animals, has increased our understanding of the natural world
(Kays et al. 2015). Here, the term tag is used to refer to a range of bio-loggers such as GPS
units, geolocators, accelerometer etc. that record data while attached to an animal. In recent
years, the use of bio-loggers to track seabird movement has become increasing common and
provided remarkable insights into seabird foraging (Bodey et al. 2014, Cleasby et al. 2019) and
physiology (Bishop et al. 2015). However, many animal tracking studies fail to adequately
assess the presence or magnitude of any negative effects that tagging may have (e.g. on
behaviour, physiology, breeding success or survival), despite a general awareness of the
potential issue (Barron et al. 2010; Vandenabeele et al. 2011, Geen et al. 2019). Several recent
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papers specifically address the issue of tag effects in seabirds (e.g. Chivers et al. 2015; Thaxter
et al. 2016; Schacter & Jones 2017; Kurten et al. 2019) and a 2018 meta-analysis across avian
bio-logging studies found small but significant negative effects of tagging on survival,
reproduction and parental care, as well as tagging being associated with longer foraging trip
durations (Bodey et al. 2018). In addition, tag effects appeared to be cumulative, such that
negative effects of tagging upon one trait were likely to be associated with negative effects in
other traits (Bodey et al. 2018). There is therefore well-established evidence that tagging is
likely to have negative effects across many species though, on average, the magnitude of these
effects appears to be small. Crucially, the presence of tag effects has implications for how we
analyse seabird tracking datasets as well as how we interpret and communicate the results of
such analyses.
In order to alleviate the potential effects of tagging researchers have typically preferred
to use the lightest tags possible and rules-of-thumb, such as the 5% or 3% proportion of body
mass that devices may not exceed, have become accepted ‘standards’ despite limited evidence
as to their broad applicability (Kenward 2001; Wilson et al. 2002; Casper 2009; Barron et al.
2010). For example, the origin of the 5% rule is unclear (though may originate from suggestions
in Brander & Cochran (1969)), has been criticised as essentially arbitrary (Caspar 2009) and is
not always used (Portugal & White 2018). The 3% rule appears to be extrapolated from a study
of albatrosses and petrels that investigated the correlation between tag mass and foraging trip
duration (Phillips et al. 2003, Caspar 2009). However, the high degree of between-study
heterogeneity in the magnitude of tag effects observed in meta-analyses suggest extrapolating
findings across different studies may be risky (Bodey et al. 2018). For example, alongside tag
mass, several factors can affect the likelihood and extent of tag effects on birds, including (but
not limited to), the attachment method (Kölzch et al. 2016), how streamlined a tag is
(Vandenabeele et al. 2015, Kay et al. 2019), the length of time a logger is deployed (Lamb et
al. 2017), handling time and the time of year a bird is tagged (Bodey et al. 2018). The relative
importance of these factors is also likely to vary between species making it difficult to assess
the likelihood and magnitude of tag effects during study design.
Analysis of the extent of tag effects on birds is not trivial and requires a carefully
considered experimental manipulation in order to provide suitable contrasts between tagged
and untagged individuals (Authier et al. 2013). Moreover, because a well-designed tagging
study should ensure that the potential effects of tags is minimized, detecting subtle tag effects
on difficult-to-measure and highly variable parameters (e.g. bird behaviour) can be difficult. It
4

is also recommended that researchers focus upon more than one trait when assessing tag effects
(Bodey et al. 2018). However, in most studies tag effects themselves are not the primary
research focus and therefore assessment of potential tag effects is often conducted in a
rudimentary way, if at all. Indeed, Geen et al. (2019) report that 55% of tagging studies
contained no information on potential tag effects and in many more the reporting of such
information was judged inadequate. In addition, comparisons between tagged and untagged
birds are intrinsically difficult because we know much more about the behaviour of tagged
birds precisely because they have been tracked. Therefore, one alternative is to compare the
behaviour of birds tagged with devices of different mass alongside control, untagged birds (e.g.
Ludynia et al. 2012). By doing so we can also assess the effectiveness of rules such as “tags
must not exceed 3% of body mass” in alleviating the effects of tagging.
Data on seabird movement and behaviour underpin the environmental assessment of
potential offshore wind farm developments. Therefore, it is crucial that the magnitude of any
effect of tagging of seabird behaviour is understood and minimized. A large amount of such
data has been collected for black-legged kittiwakes using GPS tracking tags, and the RSPB has
been responsible for the majority of GPS tracking and data collection on this species in the UK.
Here we examine the extent of tag effects in black-legged kittiwakes tagged as part of the
RSPB’s FAME / STAR and RSPB’s Seabirds and Wind (SaW) project. The FAME / STAR
project was a large-scale project that tracked the movements of several seabird species from
multiple colonies throughout the UK in order to construct broad-scale species distribution
models and highlight key foraging areas / hotspots (Wakefield et al. 2017, Cleasby et al. 2020).
The SaW project was designed to map the distribution of birds originating from two North
Yorkshire kittiwake colonies at Filey and Flamborough. The FAME / STAR and SaW projects
used tags that differed in mass and attachment method and were deployed for different lengths
of time (Table 1 & 2). While a range of different species was tagged during the FAME / STAR
project, we focus on analysing tag effects in kittiwakes because tag mass was a greater
percentage of body mass in this species than in the other species tagged and exceeded 3%
during the FAME / STAR study but was under 3% during the later SaW study. As a result, we
can compare the behaviour of kittiwakes fitted with tags either side of the 3% of body mass
rule-of-thumb. Moreover, data from the SaW project was restricted to kittiwakes only. During
the FAME / STAR project kittiwake colonies from outside the North Sea were also tracked,
however much of the RSPB’s windfarm casework concerns the North Sea and the SaW data
comes from North Sea colonies, hence our focus on this region here. The FAME / STAR and
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SaW studies were designed to address different conservation questions and therefore diverge
in certain aspects of their methodology. Tables 1 and 2 provide a summary of the study design
for each project and Figure 1 shows the locations of colonies included in each of the respective
studies.
In the current work we lack a true control group of untagged birds in either the FAME
/ STAR or SaW study and instead focus upon comparing the behaviour of birds tagged with
GPS units that differed in mass (as well as attachment method and location). During the FAME
/ STAR project two different IgotU GPS units were used a ‘regular’ IgotU weighing 17.4 grams
and a ‘light’ IgotU weighing 15 grams (Table 1). In addition, birds tagged during the SaW
project were tagged with University of Amsterdam tags weighing 8.9 grams including the
superglue used for attachment. The extra-light tags uploaded data to a receiver at the colony,
so these birds were not always recaptured, and hence there are no data available on mass change
for these individuals. To assess the presence and magnitude of tag effects we model the effect
of tag mass on the following variables: 1) the change in body mass of an individual bird from
the time a GPS tag was deployed until the time that GPS unit was retrieved (FAME / STAR
project only); 2) summary measures of foraging trips such as the duration of individual foraging
trips as well as the total distance travelled and the maximum distance from the colony attained
during each foraging trip; 3) the percentage of time spent at the colony and 4) at-sea behaviour.
Changes in body mass as well as changes in summarized trip measures and colony attendance
are commonly used to assess tag effects (Barron et al. 2010, Bodey et al. 2018). In general,
heavier tags would be expected to result in reductions in body mass if foraging ability is
impaired. However, recent meta-analyses suggest that effects of tagging on body mass may be
very small (Bodey et al. 2018). Predicting how tagging will affect measures such as trip
duration, colony attendance and at-sea behaviour is more difficult as both increases and
decreases in these variables could be interpreted as tag effects. For example, an increase in trip
duration in birds carrying heavier tags may interpreted as birds having to spend more time away
from the colony trying to find food. Alternatively, decreases in trip duration could be
interpreted as birds making shorter trips to offset the increased energetic cost associated with
carrying a tag (see also: Vandenabeele et al. 2014).
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Table 1. Summary of the RSPB FAME / STAR and SaW tagging studies.
Study
FAME/
STAR

Years of Study

Tag Types

2010 – 2015

IgotU Regular
(17.4 + 0.07 (SE) g)
IgotU Light
(15.0 + 0.18 g)

SaW

2017

University of
Amsterdam (8.9g)

Time Period When Tags
Attached
4th June – 12th July
(late incubation – early
chick rearing)
19th June – 18th July
(early chick rearing –
late chick rearing)
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Length of Time
Tags Deployed
Median: 2 days
(range: 1 day –
9 days)

Method of Tag
Attachment
Tags affixed to
dorsal feathers
using adhesive
tape

Median: 5 days
(range: 1 day –
28 days)

Tags glued to
back of bird

Table 2. Sample size breakdown of birds tracked, and tags deployed at each North Sea
kittiwake colony tracked during the FAME / STAR and SaW projects.
Colony
Bempton

Years Tracked
FAME: 2010 - 2015

Sample Size
FAME - Regular Tags: 63

SaW: 2017

Study
FAME

Light Tags: 15

Flamborough

SaW: 2017

SaW: Extra Light Tags 13

SaW

Bullers of Buchan

2012

Regular Tags: 5

FAME

Coquet Island

2011 – 2012

Regular Tags: 28

FAME

Fair Isle

2011-2012, 2014

Regular Tags: 3

FAME

Light Tags: 2
Filey

FAME: 2013 - 2015

FAME - Regular Tags: 18

SaW: 2017

FAME and SaW

Light Tags: 26
SaW: Extra Light Tags 4

Fowlsheugh

2012

Regular Tags: 15

FAME

Orkney: Copinsay

2010 - 2012, 2014

Regular Tags: 11

FAME

Light Tags: 13
Orkney: Muckle Skerry

2010 - 2014

Regular Tags: 16

FAME

Light Tags: 24
St Abbs

2012

Regular Tags: 8

FAME

Light Tags: 6
Whinnyfold

2012

Regular Tags: 8
Light Tags: 12
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FAME

Fig. 1. Location of North Sea kittiwake colonies tracked as part of the RSPB’s FAME /
STAR and SaW projects. Colony names also displayed. Note FAME / STAR data refers to a
colony at Bempton whereas SaW refers to a colony at Flamborough which are found along
the same stretch of coastline.
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Methods
2.1 Tag attachment and removal

FAME / STAR project
GPS tags (IgotU GT200) were supplied by Mobile Action Technologies and shipped with a
standard battery for use in the FAME / STAR project. Prior to deployment tags were removed
from the manufacturer’s rigid plastic housing and sealed in a length of heat-shrink plastic
tubing to make tags more aerodynamic. The mean (+ SE) mass of a sample of 150 ‘regular’
tags was 17.4 + 0.07 (SE) g, which represented approximately 4.5% of body mass of the
kittiwakes on which they were deployed. The standard batteries were removed from a further
sample of tags and replaced with a lower capacity, lighter battery and sealed in heat-shrink
plastic tubing. The mean of a sample of 63 ‘light’ tags was 15.0 + 0.18 g, representing c. 4.2%
of body mass of the individuals on which they were deployed.
Kittiwakes were trapped on nesting ledges at the breeding colony using a noose pole
and marked with individually numbered rings. The stage of breeding and nest contents were
noted. The stage of development of any chicks were assessed following Walsh et al. (1995).
Kittiwakes were weighed using a spring balance (g) prior to tag deployment. Tags were affixed
to the dorsal feathers using small strips of adhesive “Tesa®” tape. The mean duration of
handling was 8 mins (+ SE 16 secs). Birds were re-trapped after 1 – 9 days, the tags removed,
and birds reweighed. For most birds, wing length (flattened maximum chord, cm) and total
head and bill (mm) were measured before tag deployment or following tag retrieval.
Seabirds and Wind (SaW) project
Kittiwakes were trapped at two colonies at North Yorkshire (Flamborough and Filey) during
the chick rearing period. Adults were caught using a 12 metre landing net pole with an attached
snare that was moved over the bird’s head. Trapped birds were weighed and ringed with a
combination of metal rings and colour-coded darvic rings. Birds were tagged with University
of Amsterdam (UvA) BiTS GPS tags equipped with solar panels. UvA tags allow for remote
downloads therefore re-trapping birds to obtain tracking data was not required. UvA tags were
attached by first trimming back feathers on the birds back and then supergluing the tag to the
trimmed area. To increase the tag’s surface area for attachment a piece of muslin was glued to
the bottom of the tag prior to tags being attached to a bird. UvA GPS tags weighed 8.9 grams
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including the superglue used for attachment. More information on the tagging conducted as
part of the SaW project can be found in Wischnewski et al. (2017).
2.2. Change in Body Mass (FAME/STAR birds only)
Our analysis of change in body mass is restricted to data collected during the FAME / STAR
project (and therefore a comparison of the regular and light IgotU tags only). Mass change data
was not available for the SaW project because this project used remote download GPS and
therefore retrieval of tags was not essential for collection of tracking data. To examine the
effect of tag type on body mass we calculated the change in body mass between measurements
taken from an individual prior to being fitted with a GPS logger and the measure of body mass
from the same individual when the logger was subsequently retrieved. Change in body mass
was analysed using a Bayesian modelling approach in R (R Core Team, 2019) via Stan (Stan
Development Team 2018) and the brms R package (Bürkner 2017). When using brms we used
a normal prior with mean 0 and standard deviation of 5 for the fixed effect parameters in our
models and half Cauchy priors for the standard deviation of model random effects set with a
mean of 0 and a scale parameter of 5. As predictor variables we included tag type, deployment
duration in days, body mass at deployment, wing length, Julian date at the start of a foraging
trip and age of an individual’s chicks (classified as younger or older chicks). The inclusion of
a variable for wing length allowed us to control for differences in body size when assessing
effects. Likewise, variables for Julian date and age of chicks allows us to control for temporal
variation in foraging behaviour that arise as the breeding season progresses. We also considered
all two-way interactions involving either tag type or deployment duration as these were the two
variables most directly related to potential tag effects. Including two-way interactions allows
us to examine whether the effect of tag type on body mass is modified by another of our
predictor variables. All continuous variables were standardized prior to running models.
Standardization involves mean centring the variable and scaling by its standard deviation and
converts the original units to units of standard deviations from the mean and was done to aid
interpretability and speed up model run time (Schielzeth 2010). As we had repeated measures
of change in body mass from individuals originating from the same site, we controlled for the
potential risk of pseudo-replication by including a random effect for colony. Initially, we also
included a random effect for year, however this led to problems with model convergence which
may have arose because certain colonies were only tracked in one year making it difficult to
separate the influence of year from colony identity, hence a random effect term for year was
not included.
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The various combinations of variables that we used resulted in many possible different
models. To select the best fitting models, model selection for the fixed effects was conducted
using leave-one-out (LOO) cross validation to score and weight models via the R package loo
(Vehtari et al. 2019). The loo package uses a Bayesian weighting system that is conceptually
similar to AIC-based model averaging in order to rank models and then generate modelaveraged coefficients. Bayesian model averaging (BMA) provides a coherent mechanism for
accounting for this model uncertainty when deriving parameter estimates by marginalizing over
models to derive posterior densities on model parameters that account for model uncertainty.
Specifically, loo uses Pareto smoothed importance sampling to compute leave-one-out
posterior distributions to generate Bayesian stacking weights for models (Yao et al. 2018). One
of the benefits of stacking is that it manages well if there are many similar models because
stacking optimizes model weights jointly, allowing for similar models to share their weight
while more unique models keep their original weights. Because we use a weighted model
averaging approach, we present a list of model weights for the top models identified alongside
a table of model-averaged coefficients.
2.3. Comparison of Trip Summary Metrics
To examine the effect different tags (regular, light (FAME / STAR) or extra light (SaW)) had
upon foraging trip metrics we performed an analysis of tag effects on two different datasets.
The first dataset used data collected solely during the FAME / STAR project and was designed
to examine whether fitting birds with regular or light tags influenced trip summary metrics.
The second dataset was restricted to kittiwakes tagged in Yorkshire and incorporated data from
both the FAME / STAR and SaW projects and therefore allowed us to examine the effect of
the extra-light tags used in the SaW study alongside the tags used during the FAME / STAR
project. Data from Yorkshire were further subsetted when comparing birds in the FAME /
STAR and SaW projects to ensure that the dates of tracking periods roughly aligned across
each year of the study (Figs 2 & 3). However, when comparing FAME / STAR and SaW data
it should be borne in mind that the projects were not conducted within the same year and birds
did not visit the exact same areas (Figs 4 & 5).
The foraging trip metrics we focussed upon were trip duration (hrs), total distance
travelled during a foraging trip (km) and maximum distance from the colony during a foraging
trip (km). Trips were defined using R code developed as part of the IBA modelling script
Lascelles et al. (2016) which require both a time and distance buffer to segment GPS data into
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separate trips. Here, we used inbound and outbound buffers of 1 km and minimum trip time of
30 minutes to define trips.
Each of the different trip metrics described were modelled as log-transformed response
variables using a Bayesian modelling approach in R via Stan and brms (see above). As predictor
variables we included tag type, deployment duration at the time a given foraging trip began,
bird mass at deployment, wing length, start date of the foraging trip (as Julian date), whether a
trip was the first trip post-tagging or not, age of chicks (classified as younger or older) and the
hour of the day at which the foraging trip began (‘hour of departure’). We also considered all
two-way interactions involving tag type or deployment duration. All continuous variables were
standardized prior to running models. As random effects we included bird identity (based on
an individual’s BTO ring number) and colony when modelling data from the FAME / STAR
project. Initially, we also included year as another random effect term, but models failed to
converge, which may arise because different colonies were tracked in different years. When
modelling data from colonies in Yorkshire to compare FAME / STAR and SaW data we
included a random effect for bird identity. The random effect for colony was removed in this
instance as data was collected from only three colonies. Moreover, due to a lack of overlap in
colonies in the treatments they received (birds at Flamborough were tagged with extra-light
tags only whereas birds from Bempton were tagged with regular or light tags only) we did not
include colony as a fixed effect. Finally, we also examined whether the residual variance in our
models should be estimated separately for each research project (FAME / STAR or SaW) when
analysis was conducted on the combined FAME / STAR and SaW dataset as initial plots of the
raw data suggested a higher level of variability in the SaW dataset (Cleasby et al. 2011).
2.4. Colony Attendance
Analysis of whether colony attendance varied with tag type was based on birds tracked from
colonies within Yorkshire (Filey, Flamborough and Bempton) using either Amsterdam tags
(SaW data) or IgotUs (FAME / STAR data). Information from other colonies was excluded as
birds were only tagged at the remaining colonies as part of the FAME / STAR project. The
proportion of time birds spent at the colony was assessed over a set time period beginning when
birds departed on their second foraging trip after tag deployment and ending when birds
returned to the colony on their final foraging trip before tag retrieval. Consequently, only birds
that made at least three foraging trips were included in the analysis. The period of time at the
colony prior to the second foraging trip was discarded as this could be influenced by the time
of day at which different individuals were tagged. Similarly, time spent at the colony after the
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final foraging trip but before tag retrieval was expected to be influenced by the exact time of
day when tags were retrieved. The proportion of time spent at the colony was modelled using
a binomial model with a two-column response variable which comprised: 1) the number of
seconds a bird spent at the colony over the time period specified, and 2) the number of seconds
a bird spent away from the colony over the time period specified. Seconds were used as the
unit of time as they were recorded as integers and permitted the use of a binomial model. As a
predictor in our model of the proportion of time spent at the colony, we included tag type as
well as a random effect for individual identity. We did not include a term for year in this model
due to the lack of overlap between the years in which the FAME / STAR and the SaW projects
(and hence the tag types used) were conducted.
2.5. At-sea behaviour
The analysis of at-sea behaviour is based upon kittiwake tracking data solely from colonies in
Yorkshire (Filey, Flamborough and Bempton) using either Amsterdam tags (SaW data) or
IgotUs (FAME data). Due to differences in the timing and length of tag deployments (Fig. 2)
data were sub-setted to fall with the region of the 18th June to 5th July across years prior to any
analysis (Fig. 3) to ensure that comparisons of flight activity were based on data from the same
calendar period. Raw tracking data had to be processed via multiple steps in order to create a
dataset in which at-sea behaviour could be assessed which are detailed below.
2.5.1. Behaviour categorisation
Expectation-maximization binary clustering (EMbC, Garriga et al. 2016) was used to split
tracking data when birds were at sea into 5 behaviour categories: commuting, foraging, resting,
searching and unknown for each foraging trip. A simpler binary classification was then created
that denoted whether a bird was in-flight (commuting, searching, foraging, unknown) or not
(resting) when a bird was out at sea. Note that we assumed unknown behaviour is classed as
flight rather than non-flight. However, as unknown behaviours occurred infrequently such
classification has little weight on our results.
2.5.2. Resolution of tracking data
The resolution of tracking data differed between the FAME project (one fix every ~ 100
seconds) and the SaW project (one fix every ~ 600 seconds). Therefore, we examined whether
the classification into different behaviour categories was influenced by the resolution of the
data. Overall, there were slight differences in the proportion of time spent in different
behaviours (~2.4% reduction in the proportion of time spent in flight in the low-resolution
dataset). However, when focussing purely upon at sea behaviour (i.e. excluding ‘at colony’
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data) the proportion of time spent in flight was almost identical. Therefore, we decided to set
both datasets at a 600 second resolution which involved subsampling the higher resolution
FAME data.
2.5.3. Time of day categorisation
When assessing the potential impacts of windfarms, details of the level of flight activity
throughout the day form an important component of collision risk models. Therefore, we
sought to examine how tag type would affect estimates of flight activity during different
periods of the day. Time of day was categorised based on sun position data (e.g. times of
sunrise, sunset etc.) provided by the R package suncalc (Thieurmel & Elmarhraoui 2019). The
suncalc package requires users to specify the date of interest together with a relevant longitude
and latitude. We calculated sun positions for each GPS position within our dataset and time of
day was classified as either day light, civil twilight, nautical twilight, astronomical twilight or
night as per Figure 6. However, in practice we never observed true night in our dataset (we had
sampled colonies at northerly latitudes during high summer) thus astronomical twilight was
denoted as the period between nautical dusk and the following nautical dawn.
2.5.4. Modelling the proportion of time in flight
To examine the relationship between the proportion of time spent in-flight and tag type we
used the R package MCMCglmm (Hadfield 2010) to run a binomial mixed model in which the
response variable was a two-column matrix in which one column denoted the number of fixes
classified as in-flight and column two denoted fixes classified as not in-flight. Each row of the
dataset referred to the number of fixes observed for a given individual within a certain daylight
category. Individual identity was included as a random effect. The resulting model allowed us
to estimate the proportion of time spent in-flight for each day light category in both the FAME
/ STAR and SaW datasets. However, to achieve this, we aggregated data from the FAME /
STAR project, combining data on both regular and light tag types because models with
additional separate terms for regular and light tags across the FAME / STAR study failed to
converge. As with models of colony attendance, we did not include a term for year in this
model due to the lack of overlap between the years in which the FAME / STAR and the SaW
projects were conducted.
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Fig. 2. Temporal coverage of different tracking datasets by year. FAME / STAR data
collected 2010-2015 (solid lines) and SaW data (dashed) from 2017 only. Period covered by
tracking displayed as a solid line in the relevant year.
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Fig. 3. Temporal coverage of the SaW and FAME datasets, with day of the year given as
Julian day. The data selected for analysis is that which falls within red lines (18th June – 5th
July).
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Fig. 4. Utilisation distributions (UD) of black-legged kittiwakes tracked at Filey during the SaW project (2017) (a) or the FAME project (201015) (b). The names of selected UK fishing grounds are also displayed. UDs calculated using Brownian Bridges (see Appendix).

(a) Filey – SaW
data

(b) Filey – FAME
data
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Fig. 5. Utilisation distributions (UD) of black-legged kittiwakes tracked at Bempton / Flamborough during the SaW project (2017) (a) or the
FAME project (2010-2015) (b). The names of selected UK fishing grounds are also displayed. UDs calculated using Brownian Bridges (see
Appendix).

(a) Flamborough – SaW data

(b) Bempton – FAME
data
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Fig. 6. Time of day categories used: Day time (point falls within the interval sunrise start –
sunset end), civil twilight (point falls within the interval sunset end – dusk, or dawn – sunrise
start), nautical twilight (point falls within the interval nautical dawn – dawn, or dusk – nautical
dusk), astronomical twilight (points falls within the interval night ends – nautical dawn, or
nautical dusk – night starts). Image from https://www.weather.gov
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Results
3.1. Change in Body Mass
A Bayesian model averaging approach identified three top-weighted models for change in body
mass during the FAME project (Table 3). In these models, terms for tag type, deployment
duration, mass at deployment and breeding stage were included in each case. However, models
differed slightly in which two-way interactions were included. In most cases the 95% credible
intervals (CRI) of the coefficients in our models spanned zero suggesting that the variables
examined here - including tag type (Fig. 7) - had little effect upon change in body mass (Table
4). One exception to this was the effect of mass at deployment in which 95% CRI did not span
zero. Focussing upon the top weighted model, the two-way interaction between tag type and
mass at deployment suggests that birds that were heavier when tags were deployed were more
likely to lose mass and vice versa and this effect was greater in birds tagged with the regular
IgotU tags (Table 4, Fig. 8). The 95% credible intervals for this interaction did span zero, but
the upper 95% CRI was only slightly greater than zero and the term was included in the top
weighted model. Thus, there was some evidence of a weak interaction between these two
variables. Finally, we also found evidence of between-colony variation in mass change across
the different colonies within the study.
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Table 3. Top models identified during model selection for change in body mass of kittiwakes
between tag deployment and retrieval in the FAME project. Weights refer to Bayesian
stacking weights. Only models receiving a weight displayed.
Model

Model weight

Tag Type + Deployment Mass + Deployment Duration + Breeding Stage +
Tag Type × Deployment Mass + Tag Type × Deployment Duration
Tag Type + Deployment Mass + Deployment Duration + Breeding Stage +
Tag Type × Deployment Mass + Breeding Stage × Deployment Mass
Tag Type + Deployment Mass + Deployment Duration + Breeding Stage

0.51
0.34
0.15

Table 4. Model-averaged coefficients from models displayed in Table 3 investigating change
in body of kittiwakes during tag deployment, n = 173 birds from 10 sites. Coefficients in bold
if 95% CRI do not span zero. Note coefficients for predictors not included within the top
models identified are not reported.
Variable
Intercept
Tag Type – Regular
Deployment Mass
Deployment Duration
Breeding Stage – Younger Chicks
Breeding Stage – Older Chicks
Tag Type × Deployment Mass
Tag Type × Deployment Duration
σ Colony

Coefficient
-11.61
3.51
-5.85
-1.93
-2.39
4.32
-5.38
-2.80
2.78

Lower 95% CRI
-19.22
-2.65
-10.61
-6.94
-8.70
-2.44
-11.11
-8.15
0.11

Upper 95% CRI
-3.77
9.51
-1.16
3.11
3.79
10.90
0.24
3.06
8.48

Fig. 7. Boxplot of raw mass change data showing the distribution of mass change between
birds tagged with light or regular IgotU GPS units during the FAME study.
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Fig. 8. Graph showing the two-way interaction between standardized body mass at deployment
and tag type during the FAME / STAR project. Solid lines denote fitted lines from the averaged
model described above with shaded regions encompassing the upper and lower 95% CRI.

3.2. Trip Summary Metrics
Comparison of Trip Summary Metrics Across FAME / STAR colonies only
3.2.1 Trip Duration
Bayesian model averaging identified three top weighted models for the effect of tag type on
trip duration. All top models included terms for tag type and deployment duration (Table 5,
Fig. 9). Model averaged coefficients indicated tag type was involved in two-way interactions
with both body mass at deployment and Julian date (Table 6). The two-way interaction between
tag type and mass at deployment suggests that in the group of birds fitted with lighter IgotU
tags, mass at deployment was negatively associated with trip duration (Fig. 10). In contrast, in
the group of birds fitted with regular tags, mass at deployment was positively associated with
trip duration. The two-way interaction between tag type and Julian date suggests that in birds
fitted with lighter tags, trip duration increased as birds were tagged later in the year (Fig. 11).
For birds fitted with regular tags, trip duration tended to decline as birds were tagged later in
the year. While the 95% CRI for both of these two-way interactions involving tag type did not
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span zero, only the interaction between tag type and body mass at deployment was included in
the top weighted model and one of the top models identified contained no two-way interactions
at all.
In addition, deployment duration was positively associated with trip duration (Fig. 12).
The effect of trip duration appeared small, but 95% CRI did not span zero and a term for
deployment duration was included in all top models. There was also evidence that the first trip
after birds were tagged was slightly longer. A term denoting whether the trip in question was
the first trip after logger deployment was not included in the top fitting model but was included
within the 2nd and 3rd ranked models. Alongside these results we also found that there was
between-individual and between-site variation in trip duration.

Table 5. Top models identified during model selection for log (Trip Duration (Hrs))
kittiwakes tagged during the FAME project. Weights refer to Bayesian stacking weights.
Only models receiving a weight displayed.
Model

Model weight

Tag Type + Mass + Deployment Duration +
Tag Type × Mass
Tag Type + First Trip + Deployment Duration + Julian Date +
Tag Type × Julian Date
Tag Type + First Trip + Mass + Wing + Stage + Deployment Duration + Julian Date

0.50
0.26
0.24

Table 6. Model-averaged coefficients investing the effect of tag type on log (Trip Duration)
in kittiwakes tagged during the FAME project. Variables in bold are those in which 95% CRI
do not span zero. n = 1054 observations, 290 individual, 10 colonies. Coefficients for
predictors not included within the top models identified are not reported.
Variable
Intercept
Tag Type (regular)
First Trip (Y)
Mass
Wing
Stage (young chicks)
Stage (old chicks)
Deployment duration
Julian date
Tag type × Mass
Tag type × Julian Date
σ Individual
σ Colony

Coefficient

Lower 95% CRI

Upper 95% CRI

1.094
0.31
0.16
-0.11
0.013

0.61
0.102
0.0029
-0.24
-0.071

1.54
0.54
0.31
0.017
0.085

-0.035
-0.23
0.088
-0.0088
0.19
-0.18

-0.27
-0.51
0.0037
-0.13
0.023
-0.35

0.21
0.037
0.17
0.16
0.35
-0.012

0.56
0.32

0.31
0.18

0.94
0.45
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Fig. 9. Boxplot of log (Trip Duration) data showing the distribution of trip duration between
birds tagged with light or regular IgotU GPS units during the FAME / STAR study. See Fig.
S1 for same plot on raw data scale.
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Fig. 10. Graph showing the two-way interaction between standardized body mass at
deployment and log (Trip Duration) during the FAME study. Solid lines denote fitted lines
from the averaged model described above with shaded regions encompassing the upper and
lower 95% CRI. Plot denotes predicted values for birds in their first trip post-tagging

Fig. 11. Graph showing the two-way interaction between Julian date and log (Trip Duration)
during the FAME / STAR study. Solid lines denote fitted lines from the averaged model
described above with shaded regions encompassing the upper and lower 95% CRI.
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Fig. 12. Graph showing the relationship between standardized deployment duration and log
(Trip Duration) during the FAME / STAR study. Solid lines denote fitted lines from the
averaged model described above with shaded regions encompassing the upper and lower 95%
CRI.

3.2.1) Maximum Distance from the Colony
Bayesian modelling averaging identified three top weighted models for maximum distance
travelled from the colony (Table 7). All three models included terms for tag type (Fig. 13) and
deployment duration, although models varied in whether tag type was included as part of a
two-way interaction or not. The interaction between tag type and body mass at deployment
suggests that body mass was positively associated with maximum distance from the colony in
birds tagged with regular GPS tags, but negatively associated with body mass at deployment
in birds tagged with light tags (Table 8, Fig. 14). The 95% CRI for the interaction between tag
type and body mass narrowly span zero, however this term was included within the top
weighted model. An interaction between tag type and Julian date was also included in the
second top weighted model. However, the 95% CRI for this interaction are centred close to
zero. Maximum distance from the colony was also found to be positively associated with tag
deployment duration, although the lower 95% CRI for the deployment duration coefficient did
span zero (Fig. 15). Birds were found to travel further from the colony on average on their first
trip after loggers were deployed. A term for first trip post tagging was not included in the top
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model identified but was included in the second and third ranked model and was associated
with increases in maximum distance from the colony. We also found evidence of betweenindividual and between-colony variation in maximum distance from the colony.

Table 7. Top models identified during model selection for log (Max. Distance from Colony
(km)) kittiwakes tagged during the FAME/ STAR project. Weights refer to Bayesian stacking
weights. Only models receiving a weight displayed.
Model

Model weight

Tag Type + Mass + Deployment Duration + Tag Type × Mass
Tag Type + First Trip + Deployment Duration + Julian Date + Tag Type × Julian Date
Tag Type + First Trip + Mass + Wing + Stage + Deployment Duration + Julian Date

0.60
0.22
0.18

Table 8. Model-averaged coefficients investing the effect of tag type on log (Max. Distance
from Colony) in kittiwakes tagged during the FAME / STAR project. Variables in bold are
those in which 95% CRI do not span zero. n = 1054 observations, 290 individual, 10 colonies.
Coefficients for predictors not included within the top models identified are not reported.
Variable
Intercept
Tag Type (regular)
First Trip (Y)
Mass
Wing
Stage (young chicks)
Stage (old chicks)
Deployment duration
Julian date
Tag type × Mass
Tag type × Julian Date
σ Individual
σ Colony

Coefficient

Lower 95% CRI

2.62
0.29
0.204
-0.017
0.0033
0.31
0.16
0.088
-0.027
0.13
-0.067
0.52
0.78

1.93
0.060
0.017
-0.17
-0.096
0.054
-0.13
-0.0081
-0.15
-0.063
-0.24
0.41
0.42
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Upper 95% CRI
3.16
0.51
0.41
0.11
0.086
0.58
0.42
0.18
0.15
0.32
0.12
0.64
1.29

Fig. 13. Boxplot of log (Max. Distance from Colony) data showing the distribution of
maximum distance from the colony per foraging trip in birds tagged with light or regular IgotU
GPS units during the FAME / STAR project. See Fig. S2 for same plot on raw data scale.

Fig. 14. Graph showing the two-way interaction between standardized body mass at
deployment and log (Max. Distance from Colony) during the FAME / STAR project. Solid
lines denote fitted lines from the averaged model described above with shaded regions
encompassing the upper and lower 95% CRI.
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Fig. 15. Graph showing the relationship between standardized deployment duration and log
(Max. Distance from Colony) during the FAME / STAR project. Solid lines denote fitted lines
from the averaged model described above with shaded regions encompassing the upper and
lower 95% CRI.
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3.2.2 Total Distance Travelled
Bayesian modelling averaging identified four top weighted models for total distance travelled
during a foraging trip. There were no variables that appeared in all four of the top models
identified (Table 9). However, of the top two models identified, one contained a sole term for
tag type and the other a sole term for deployment duration. The weighted score of these two
models was also similar. Birds in the regular tag group were expected to travel further on
average than birds in the light group (Fig. 16). There was a potential higher order interaction
between tag type and body mass which suggested that there was a positive association between
mass at deployment and total distance travelled in birds tagged with regular GPS tags but not
in birds with light GPS tags (Table 10, Fig. 17). However, this interaction was only included
within the lowest weighted model within the four identified. We also found evidence of a
positive association between deployment duration and total distance travelled (Fig. 18).
Deployment duration was included in three out of the top four models identified but as the 95%
CRI for this coefficient spanned zero the positive association may be relatively weak. We also
found some evidence that birds travelled further on their first trip after tag deployment, but a
term for this variable was included in only one of the four top models identified. As with the
other trip summary measures above, we found evidence of between-individual and betweencolony variation in the total distance travelled per foraging trip.
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Table 9. Top models identified during model selection for log (Total Distance Travelled
(km)) kittiwakes tagged during the FAME / STAR project. Weights refer to Bayesian
stacking weights. Only models receiving a weight displayed.
Model

Model weight

Tag Type
Deployment Duration
Tag Type + First Trip + Mass + Wing + Stage + Deployment Duration + Julian Date

0.39
0.38
0.17

Tag Type + Mass + Deployment Duration + Tag Type × Mass

0.06

Table 10. Model-averaged coefficients investing the effect of tag type on log (Total Distance
Travelled) in kittiwakes tagged during the FAME / STAR project. Variables in bold are those
in which 95% CRI do not span zero. n = 1054 observations, 290 individual, 10 sites.
Coefficients for predictors not included within the top models identified are not reported.
Variable
Intercept
Tag Type (regular)
First Trip (Y)
Mass
Wing
Stage (young chicks)
Stage (old chicks)
Deployment duration
Julian date
Tag type × Mass
σ Individual
σ Colony

Coefficient

Lower 95% CRI

Upper 95% CRI

3.79
0.31
0.26
0.0057
0.015
0.19
0.022
0.084
-0.037
0.19
0.50
0.77

3.11
0.095
0.11
-0.13
-0.078
-0.14
-0.31
-0.016
-0.12
-0.049
0.38
0.41

4.43
0.55
0.41
0.12
0.091
0.51
0.34
0.18
0.079
0.35
0.62
1.29
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Fig. 16. Boxplot of log (Total Distance Travelled) data showing the distribution of total
distance travelled per foraging trip in birds tagged with light or regular IgotU GPS units
during the FAME / STAR project. See Fig. S3 for same plot on raw data scale.

Fig. 17. Graph showing the two-way interaction between standardized body mass at
deployment and log (Total Distance Travelled) during the FAME / STAR project. Solid lines
denote fitted lines from the averaged model described above with shaded regions
encompassing the upper and lower 95% CRI. Note this interaction only appeared in the 4th
ranked model which received a relatively small weighting.
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Fig. 18. Graph showing the relationship between standardized deployment duration and log
(Total Distance Travelled) during the FAME / STAR project. Solid lines denote fitted lines
from the averaged model described above with shaded regions encompassing the upper and
lower 95% CRI.

3.3 Comparison of Trip Summary Metrics Across FAME / STAR and SaW data –
Yorkshire Colonies Only
3.2.2 Trip Duration
The best performing model for trip duration included a term for tag type but no additional
variables (Table 11, Fig. 19) and received a weighting score of 0.19, with a range of other
models receiving scores within the range 0.05 - 0.13. Thus, although the tag type only model
was the best model its performance did not greatly exceed that of many of the other top models
identified. Tag type was not clearly associated with trip duration (Table 12) as 95% CRI
spanned zero. However, CRI no longer spanned zero if using a CRI range of 90% providing
some evidence that trip duration differed between the FAME / STAR study and the SaW study.
Deployment duration received a lower weight than tag type when modelled independently
though still received a score of 0.1 (Table 11). All 95% CRI for the two-way interactions
included within the weighted model estimates spanned zero (Table 12). Of these interactions
only the interaction between deployment duration and Julian date and the interaction between
deployment duration and hour of departure could be considered borderline in the sense that
95% CRI only just crossed zero. However, the weighting scores of models containing these
interaction terms was low. The random effect estimates suggest individual identity was an
important source of variation in trip duration. The differences in residual variation between the
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FAME / STAR and SaW datasets highlight that there was greater variation observed in trip
duration within the SaW dataset (Fig. 19).
Table 11. Top models identified during model selection for log (Trip Duration (Hrs))
kittiwakes tagged during the FAME / STAR and SaW projects. Data restricted to birds tagged
at Yorkshire colonies during a specified time window. Weights refer to Bayesian stacking
weights. Only models receiving a weight displayed.
Model

Model Weight

Tag Type
Julian date
Tag Type + Deployment Duration
Deployment Duration
Hour of Departure
Tag Type + Hour of Departure
Deployment Duration × Hour of Departure
Tag Type × Hour of Departure
Deployment Duration × Julian date
First Trip
Tag Type × Deployment Duration
Deployment Duration × First Trip

0.19
0.13
0.12
0.10
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.03
0.03
0.02

Table 12. Model-averaged coefficients investing the effect of tag type on log (Trip Duration)
in kittiwakes tagged during the FAME / STAR and SaW projects. Variables in bold are those
in which 95% CRI do not span zero. n = 616 observations, 6 years, 115 individuals.
Coefficients for predictors not included within the top models identified are not reported. ε σ
denotes estimates of the residual standard deviation in the different datasets,
Coefficient

Estimate

Lower 95% CRI

Upper 95% CRI

Intercept (Extra Light)
Tag Type (Regular)
Tag Type (Light)
Deployment Duration
Day of Year
First Trip
Hour of Departure
Tag Type (Regular) × Deployment
Duration
Tag Type (Light) × Deployment
Duration
Tag Type (Regular) × Hour of Departure
Tag Type (Light) × Hour of Departure
Deployment Duration × First Trip
Deployment Duration × Day of Year
Deployment Duration × Hour of
Departure
σ Individual
ε σ FAME
ε σ SaW

1.53
0.75
0.76
-0.067
-0.16
0.093
0.092
0.15

0.39
-0.13
-0.19
-0.23
-0.34
-0.15
-0.026
-0.24

2.12
2.24
2.32
0.23
0.012
0.35
0.25
0.61

0.50

-0.14

0.95

-0.001
-0.13
0.26
-0.12
-0.086

-0.29
-0.47
-0.21
-0.26
-0.21

0.31
0.13
0.66
0.005
0.038

0.27
1.10
1.58

0.031
1.022
1.49

0.46
1.18
1.69
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Fig. 19. Boxplot of log (Trip Duration) showing the distribution of trip duration per foraging
trip in birds tagged with light or regular IgotU GPS units during the FAME / STAR study and
birds tagged with extra light Amsterdam tags during the SaW study. Years in which each study
was conducted is also labelled. Data is restricted to a subset of birds tracked at colonies in
Yorkshire. Note the greater spread of trip duration values seen during the SaW project which
fitted extra light tags during 2017. See Fig. S4 for same plot on raw data scale.

3.3.2 Maximum Distance from the Colony
The best performing model for maximum distance from the colony included a term for Julian
date but no additional variables (Table 13). Tag type was not included in the five highest
weighted models (Fig. 20) whereas deployment duration was included in the five highest
weighted models but only when it was included alongside Julian date or in a two-way
interaction with mass at deployment. For foraging trips performed later in the year increases in
deployment duration were associated with declines in maximum distance from the colony, but
for foraging trips performed earlier in the year deployment duration was associated with an
increase in maximum distance from the colony (Table 13, Fig. 21). As before some caution is
required when interpreting this result due to the correlation between deployment duration and
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Julian date on which a foraging trip began. Mass at deployment was positively associated with
maximum distance travelled (Table 14). The interaction between mass at deployment and
deployment duration suggests that as deployment duration increased the positive influence of
mass on the maximum distance travelled also increased. A term for hour of departure was
included in the second weighted model and suggested that maximum distance from the colony
increased in trips that began later in the day. The random effects estimates suggest individual
identity was an importance source of variation in maximum distance from the colony.

Table 13. Top models identified during model selection for log (Max. Distance from Colony
(km)) kittiwakes tagged during the FAME / STAR and SaW projects. Data restricted to birds
tagged at Yorkshire colonies during a specified time window. Weights refer to Bayesian
stacking weights. Only models receiving a weight displayed.
Model

Model Weight

Julian Date
Hour of Departure
Deployment Duration × Julian Date
Deployment Duration + Mass at Deployment
Deployment Duration × Mass at Deployment
Tag Type
Deployment Duration
Tag Type + Hour of Departure

0.33
0.20
0.18
0.15
0.09
0.02
0.02
0.01

Table 14. Model-averaged coefficients investing the effect of tag type on log (Max. Distance
from Colony) in kittiwakes tagged during the FAME / STAR and SaW projects. Variables in
bold are those in which 95% CRI do not span zero. n = 616 observations, 6 years, 115
individuals. Coefficients for predictors not included within the top models identified are not
reported.
Coefficient

Estimate

Lower 95% CRI

Upper 95% CRI

Intercept
Tag Type (Regular)
Tag Type (Light)
Deployment Duration
Julian Date

3.67
0.41
0.34
-0.031
-0.16

3.22
-0.72
-0.88
-0.18
-0.33

4.14
1.51
1.72
0.27
0.041

Hour of Departure
Mass at Deployment
Deployment Duration × Julian
Date
Deployment Duration × Mass at
Deployment
σ Individual

0.042
0.13
-0.14

-0.063
0.027
-0.23

0.13
0.24
-0.054

0.086

-0.038

0.22

0.37

0.15

0.54
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Fig. 20. Boxplot of raw log (Max. Distance from Colony) data showing the distribution
maximum distance from the colony per foraging trip in birds tagged with light or regular
IgotU GPS units during the FAME / STAR study and birds tagged with extra light
Amsterdam tags during the SaW study. Data is restricted to a subset of birds tracked at
colonies in Yorkshire. See Fig. S5 for same plot on raw data scale.

Fig. 21. Plot showing the interaction between deployment duration and the Julian date of a
foraging trip on maximum distance from the colony. As both covariates are continuous, we
set three different levels at which to assess the influence of Julian date (mean Julian date and
mean Julian date ± 1 SD) in order to visualise the interaction.
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3.3.3 Total Distance Travelled
The best performing model for total distance travelled included a term for mass at deployment
but no additional variables (Table 15). Mass at deployment was positively associated with total
distance travelled (Table 16). A potential interaction between mass at deployment and
deployment duration suggests that as deployment duration increased the positive influence of
mass on total distance travelled also increased. However, a model including this interaction
only received a low weighting score (Table 15). Models in which tag type was included along
with terms for either Julian date or whether the trip in question was the first trip post-tagging
also received some weight. Tag type itself was not associated with total distance travelled
(Table 16, Fig. 22) and the 95% CRI for tag type coefficient spanned zero. Similarly, whether
a trip was the first post-tagging was not associated with the total distance travelled. The second
weighted model included a two-way interaction between Julian date and deployment duration.
For foraging trips performed earlier in the year increases in deployment duration were
associated with increases in total distance travelled, but for foraging trips performed later in
the year deployment duration had little effect on the total distance travelled (Fig. 23). The
random effects estimate suggests individual identity was an important source of variation in
total distance travelled. There was also evidence of differences in residual variation between
the FAME / STAR and SaW datasets with the SaW data exhibiting greater residual variation
in the total distance travelled.

Table 15. Top models identified during model selection for log (Total Distance Travelled
(km)) kittiwakes tagged during the FAME / STAR and SaW projects. Data restricted to birds
tagged at Yorkshire colonies during a specified time window. Weights refer to Bayesian
stacking weights. Only models receiving a weight displayed. ε σ denotes estimates of the
residual standard deviation in the different datasets,
Model

Model Weight

Mass at Deployment
Deployment Duration × Julian Date
Tag Type + Julian Date
Julian Date
Tag Type + First Trip
Deployment Duration + Mass at Deployment
Hour of Departure
Deployment Duration
Deployment Duration × Mass at Deployment

0.19
0.15
0.14
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.06
0.05
0.01
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Table 16. Model-averaged coefficients investing the effect of tag type on log (Total Distance
Travelled) in kittiwakes tagged during the FAME / STAR and SaW projects. Variables in
bold are those in which 95% CRI do not span zero. n = 616 observations, 6 years, 115
individuals. Coefficients for predictors not included within the top models identified are not
reported. ε σ denotes estimates of the residual standard deviation in the different datasets,
Coefficient

Estimate

Lower 95% CRI

Upper 95% CRI

Intercept
Tag Type (Regular)
Tag Type (Light)
Deployment Duration
Day of Year
First Trip
Hour of Departure
Mass at Deployment
Deployment Duration × Day of Year
Deployment Duration × Mass at
Deployment
σ ID
ε σ FAME
ε σ SaW

4.61
0.57
0.45
-0.031
-0.16
0.036
0.041
0.12
-0.16
0.081

3.62
-2.67
-2.86
-0.21
-0.34
-0.15
-0.056
0.013
-0.27
-0.031

5.36
1.65
1.56
0.28
0.025
0.29
0.14
0.24
-0.048
0.19

0.37
0.14
0.34

0.15
0.066
0.25

0.54
0.22
0.44

Fig. 22. Boxplot of raw log (Total Distance Travelled) data showing the distribution of total
distance travelled per foraging trip in birds tagged with light or regular IgotU GPS units during
the FAME / STAR project and birds tagged with extra light Amsterdam tags during the SaW
project. Data is restricted to a subset of birds tracked at colonies in Yorkshire. See Fig. S6 for
same plot on raw data scale.
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Fig. 23. Plot showing the interaction between deployment duration and Julian date of a
foraging trip on total distance travelled per foraging trip. As both covariates are continuous,
we set three different levels at which to assess the influence of Julian date (mean Julian date
and mean Julian date ± 1 SD) in order to visualise the interaction.

3.3. Colony Attendance
The proportion of time individuals spent at the colony did not differ between individuals that
were fitted with different tag types (Fig. 24). In all cases our model estimated that birds spent
approximately 30% of their time attending the colony over the time period specified regardless
of the tag type fitted (Table 17). There was also evidence of between-individual variation in
time spent at the colony.
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Fig. 24. The proportion of time spent at the colony by birds fitted with either extra light (SaW),
light or regular (both FAME / STAR) GPS tags. Proportions calculated directly from raw data.

Table 17. Model estimates of the proportion of time spent at the colony for birds tagged with
different GPS units as part of either the FAME / STAR or SaW projects. n = 79 birds.
Coefficient

Estimate

Lower 95% CRI

Upper 95% CRI

0.29
0.29
0.27
0.75

0.22
0.22
0.23
0.66

0.37
0.37
0.32
0.96

SaW: Extra Light
FAME: Light
FAME: Regular
σ Individual

3.4. Comparison of at-sea behaviour Across FAME / STAR and SaW data –
Yorkshire Colonies Only
Exploratory data analysis showed that most GPS observations recorded when birds were away
from the colony at sea occurred during daylight (71%) across the Yorkshire kittiwake colonies.
When broken down by colony/dataset there was little variation between colonies/datasets in
the proportion of at-sea observations recorded during each daylight category, although birds at
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Bempton (FAME / STAR) and Flamborough (SaW) have slightly more observations recorded
during Astronomical Twilight than birds at Filey (Fig. 25). Thus, GPS sampling regimes across
the different FAME / STAR and SaW projects were broadly similar. Examination of the EMbC
behavioural categorisation shows that across colonies 33% of observations were classified as
resting (not flying) while at-sea (Fig. 26). Birds tagged during the SaW project (at Flamborough
and Filey) spent a greater proportion of their time at sea either resting or commuting than birds
tagged as part of the FAME / STAR project (at Bempton and Filey) (Fig. 27). Instead, birds
from the FAME / STAR dataset spent a greater proportion of time foraging. Birds in the FAME
/ STAR study spent a greater proportion of time in flight than birds in the SaW data set (Fig.
28). Across the different daylight periods, birds spent a higher proportion of their time in flight
during daylight and civil twilight. Birds in the SaW dataset spent a lower proportion of their
time in-flight across all daylight categories than birds in the FAME / STAR dataset with the
biggest difference observed during astronomical twilight (Fig. 29). Plotting the proportion of
time spent in-flight during each hour of the day reveals the diurnal pattern in kittiwake flight
activity (Fig. 30). As before, while kittiwake flight activity is lowest late at night or early in the
morning the decline in flight activity at these times is more marked in the SaW dataset.
The results of the analysis examining the relationship between the proportion of time
spent in-flight and tag type confirmed that individuals tagged during the FAME / STAR project
spent more time in-flight (and therefore less time at rest) than individuals tagged during the
SaW project (Table 18, Fig. 31). This was the case for every daylight category, with the greatest
difference during astronomical twilight (Fig. 31). Running the analysis on a subset of data in
which the first foraging trip post logger deployment was removed did not change the result
(Fig. 32).
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Fig. 25. Proportion of observations falling within each daylight period while at-sea for each
colony tracked. FAME / STAR Colonies: BEM = Bempton; FIL = Filey. SaW Colonies:
Filey = Filey, Flamb = Flamborough.
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Fig. 26. Proportion of at-sea observations falling within each behavioural category across the
Yorkshire kittiwake dataset. NC = behaviour was unclassified.
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Fig. 27. Proportion of at-sea observations falling within each behavioural category for each
colony within the Yorkshire kittiwake dataset. FAME / STAR Colonies: BEM = Bempton;
FIL = Filey. SaW Colonies: Filey = Filey, Flamb = Flamborough.
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Fig. 28.

Proportion of observations classified as flying (1) or not (0) for each colony within the
Yorkshire kittiwake dataset. FAME / STAR Colonies: BEM = Bempton; FIL = Filey. SaW
Colonies: Filey = Filey, Flamb = Flamborough.
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Fig. 29. Proportion of observations classified as flying or not for each daylight period for each colony/dataset within the Yorkshire kittiwake
dataset. FAME Colonies: BEM = Bempton; FIL = Filey. SaW Colonies: Filey = Filey, Flamb = Flamborough.

Flying
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Fig. 30. Proportion of observations classified as flying or not for each hour of the day for each colony within the Yorkshire kittiwake dataset.
FAME Colonies: BEM = Bempton; FIL = Filey. SaW Colonies: Filey = Filey, Flamb = Flamborough.
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Fig. 31. The proportion of time spent in-flight at sea (with 95% CRI) across different daylight
periods in SaW and FAME / STAR studies. Results from the FAME / STAR study include
regular and light IgotUs combined. Data does not include time spent at the colony. n = 392
observation periods from 106 birds. FAME / STAR study conducted 2010 – 2015, SaW study
conducted 2017.
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Fig. 32. The proportion of time spent in-flight at sea (with 95% CRI) across different daylight
periods in SaW and FAME studies. Data subsetted to exclude the first foraging trip after logger
deployment. Data does not include time spent at the colony. n = 293 observation periods from
80 birds. FAME / STAR project conducted 2010 – 2015, SaW study conducted 2017.
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Table 18. Results of modelling proportion of time spent in-flight while at-sea across Yorkshire
colonies. Coefficients for day light periods are on the proportion scale and a random effect for
individual identity is also reported. n = 392 observations from 106 birds.
Coefficient

Estimate

Lower 95% CRI Upper 95% CRI

Daylight: FAME

0.81

0.79

0.82

Daylight: SaW

0.72

0.68

0.77

Civil Twilight: FAME

0.73

0.70

0.76

Civil Twilight: SaW

0.54

0.47

0.60

Nautical Twilight: FAME

0.52

0.46

0.57

Nautical Twilight: SaW

0.39

0.30

0.48

Astronomical Twilight: FAME

0.47

0.40

0.55

Astronomical Twilight: SaW

0.12

0.06

0.21

σ Individual

0.21

0.072

0.29

Discussion
Using the RSPB’s FAME / STAR and SaW tracking datasets we have sought to provide an
examination of tag effects by comparing the behaviour of kittiwakes tagged with GPS units
that differ in mass (summary in Table 19). We focussed upon a range of different behavioural
measures when assessing tag effects because the likelihood and strength of any such effects
will vary between different measures (Barron et al. 2010, Bodey et al. 2018) and it is
recommended, where possible, to investigate the influence of tagging on multiple traits that
represent critical aspects of bird behaviour (Vandenabeele et al. 2011). However, when
interpreting the results, it should also be borne in mind that FAME / STAR and SaW studies
differed in other key aspects including the year in which data were collected, method of tag
attachment and how tag deployment durations. Thus, differences between the behaviour of
birds tagged during FAME / STAR and SaW cannot unambiguously be ascribed to differences
in tag mass.
When investigating evidence of tag effects on changes in body mass, our analysis was
necessarily restricted to the FAME / STAR dataset as the SaW dataset did not have data on
mass at recapture for all birds tagged. Overall, we found little evidence of tag effects on change
in body mass over the deployment period between kittiwakes fitted with different GPS tags
during the FAME project, where differences in tag weights were small. Instead, the strongest
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predictor of mass change appeared to be mass at deployment, with birds heavier at deployment
more likely to lose mass and vice versa. Consequently, observed changes in body mass may
simply be driven by regression to the mean. An interaction between body mass at deployment
and tag type suggested that the negative association between mass at deployment and change
in body mass was steeper in birds tagged with regular tags. However, whether this represents
a tag effect is unclear as such an interaction would also suggest that birds that are lighter at
deployment are more likely to gain mass when fitted with regular rather than lighter tags, which
would be unexpected if heavier tags were thought to more burdensome. Using mass change to
assess tag effects can be difficult as body mass shows well characterised variation both
diurnally and across the breeding season (Moe et al. 2002, Polo & Bautista 2006) in many
species and can also be influenced by the prevailing environmental conditions (Dehnhard et al.
2013) making it difficult to detect tag effects, particularly if they are assumed to be small.
The influence of tagging on the summary measures of foraging trips such as trip
duration, maximum distance from the colony and total distance travelled was also inconclusive.
In this case, the strongest evidence of tag effects on foraging trip measures derives from
comparisons of the behaviour of birds fitted with either regular or light GPS tags during the
FAME / STAR project. Here, tag type was associated with changes in trip duration, but there
was also evidence of an interaction between tag type and body mass at deployment. For heavier
birds tagged with regular tags trip duration was predicted to increase; however, for heavier
birds tagged with light tags trip duration was predicted to decrease. As a result, the differences
in trip duration across regular and light tags were predicted to be greatest between birds that
were heavier at deployment. Previous work has suggested that tagging is associated with an
increase in trip duration on average (Bodey et al. 2018), which fits with the increase in trip
duration seen in heavier birds fitted with regular tags here. That said, it was unexpected that
changes in trip duration were predicted to be greater in heavier birds than in lighter birds as tag
mass represents a lower percentage of body mass in heavier birds so some caution may be
required when interpreting this interaction. Alongside the influence of tag type, we also found
evidence that deployment duration was positively associated with trip duration. The size of
such an effect appears small and may be partially confounded by corresponding changes in
chick age during deployment but the term was included in each of the top identified models.
Finally, we also found evidence that the first trip post-tagging was longer than subsequent
foraging trips, which suggests that some of the time during the first trip post-deployment could
be spent responding to the capture and tagging event. For example, birds may spend more time
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bathing or preening (perhaps in an attempt to remove the tag, Lamb et al. 2017) or may perceive
the capture event as a predation attempt and delay their return to the colony as a way of reducing
predation risk. As there was no interaction between tag type and whether a trip was the first
trip post-foraging, we had little evidence that any period of potential acclimation varied
between birds in the regular and light tag groups. Therefore, longer foraging trips immediately
after logger deployment may be due to the stress associated with capture and handling rather
than the weight of the fitted tag itself (Wilson & Gaston 2001).
Because maximum distance from the colony and the total distance travelled are
positively correlated with trip duration, we found similar results to those described above for
trip duration. While the interactions between body mass at deployment and both maximum
distance from the colony and total distance travelled were weaker than that seen with trip
duration (lower 95% CRI spanned zero), they suggested differences in maximum distance from
the colony and total distance travelled between birds tagged with regular and lighter tags were
also greatest in birds that were heavier at deployment during the FAME / STAR study. The
influence of deployment duration was also weaker than that seen with regards to trip duration
(95% CRI span zero) but still in the same direction. There was also evidence that birds travelled
further from the colony and covered a greater total distance in the first trip post-tagging than
in subsequent trips, but again this effect did not vary by tag type.
A similar analysis of summary trip measures was conducted to include additional data
from the extra-light GPS tags deployed during the SaW project, as well as the FAME / STAR
data, but here analysis was restricted to Yorkshire colonies only. In contrast with models of
trip summary measures conducted using only FAME / STAR data, the number of top weighted
models identified was greater and it was therefore less obvious that one model greatly
outperformed the others. The greater uncertainty in model selection in the Yorkshire-only data
reflects the difficulty in identifying the key predictors of the different foraging trip summary
measures, which may be the result of using a smaller dataset. The top-weighted model for trip
duration included a single term for tag type, but we found only weak evidence for an influence
of tag type. The 95% CRI of coefficients comparing trip duration between the extra light tags
deployed during the SaW project with the light or regular tags deployed during FAME / STAR
project spanned zero. However, credible intervals did not span zero if we used a 90% credible
interval which would be a slightly more conservative threshold for testing tag effects. Some of
the top models identified included interactions between tag type and body mass, deployment
duration or the hour of the day at which a bird departed on its foraging trip. However, none of
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these the 95% CRI of each of these interactions spanned zero and the weights for models
containing these terms was relatively low so we do not consider them further. Similarly, we
found little effect of deployment duration on trip duration and while some models identified
included interactions between trip duration and other variables the evidence for such
interactions was weak (95% CRI span zero and low model weights). Moreover, we also found
that the residual variation was greater in data from the SaW project than the FAME / STAR
project. Inspection of the raw data shows that the spread of trip duration values is greater in the
SaW data and the maximum foraging range observed in the current study was from a kittiwake
tagged during the SaW project.
Results from models of maximum distance from the colony and total distance travelled
by kittiwakes at colonies in Yorkshire were broadly similar and there was little evidence that
tag type effected either trip summary measure. There was evidence in both models of an
interaction between deployment duration and the day of the year on which a foraging trip
occurred. Longer deployments were associated with increases in maximum distance from the
colony and total distance travelled earlier in the breeding season but decreases later in the
breeding season. However, some caution should be taken when appraising the relationship
between day of year and duration of deployment as these variables were correlated (r = 0.35,
95% CRI: 0.29 – 0.43). For example, for birds tagged earlier in the season foraging range may
increase along with deployment duration simply because chicks are getting older and adults
are able to range further.
We found little evidence of a difference in the proportion of time spent at the colony
across birds tagged with different GPS units from birds tagged at colonies within Yorkshire
across the FAME / STAR and SaW projects. Across all tag types birds were expected to spend
approximately 30% of their time at the colony, on average, over the time period attendance was
assessed during the late incubation – early chick rearing period. There was a large degree of
between-individual variation in colony attendance suggesting that such variation may typically
exceed that caused by tagging alone, highlighting the importance of accounting for individual
variation when assessing potential tag effects.
In contrast, the analysis of the at-sea flight activity of birds during FAME / STAR and
SaW at colonies in Yorkshire showed clear evidence of differences between these studies.
Overall, birds tagged during the SaW study spent a lower proportion of their time in flight.
Breaking down the day into different day-light periods showed that SaW birds spent a lower
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proportion of their time in flight during day, civil twilight and astronomical twilight. During
nautical twilight SaW birds also spent a lower proportion of their time in flight than birds
tagged during FAME, but in this instance the 95% CRI of FAME / STAR and SaW birds
overlapped. Overall, differences between FAME / STAR and SaW birds were greatest during
civil twilight and astronomical twilight. Whether these differences are due primarily to
differences in tag type and therefore tag mass or other differences across years including the
areas visited by birds during the FAME / STAR and SaW projects remains unclear.
Overall, the evidence of tag effects from comparison of the behaviour of birds tagged
in Yorkshire during the FAME / STAR and SaW studies is inconclusive. There was little
evidence of an effect of tag type on foraging range, total distance travelled or colony
attendance, potential evidence of an effect on trip duration but clear differences in the flight
activity while at sea across all day light periods. However, any differences between the FAME
/ STAR and SaW projects could arise from multiple confounding sources. Firstly, the years in
which FAME / STAR and SaW were conducted did not overlap and the behaviour of seabirds
is known to vary across years (e.g. Hamer et al. 2007, Chivers et al. 2012, Kokubun et al. 2018,
Lorentsen et al. 2019). Therefore, any difference between studies could be due to changes in
environmental conditions between years as well as the downstream effect of such changes on
foraging and breeding success. Secondly, the spatial distribution of birds tagged during FAME
/ STAR and SaW differed (Figs 4 & 5), which may also influence aspects of bird’s behaviour.
For example, previous studies on seabirds, including some conducted on kittiwakes, have
shown that individuals can alter their level of nocturnal foraging in response to changes in
environmental conditions and prey type (Dias et al. 2012, Paredes et al. 2014, Kokubun et al.
2015, Dias et al. 2016). Thirdly, while some effort was made to align the time periods at which
birds were tracked during FAME / STAR and SaW, temporal overlap in the tracking periods
was not complete. While we could restrict our analyses to a specific time of the year the
relationship between the time of the year chosen and the progression of the breeding season
will not be the same across years if birds begin breeding earlier in some years and later in
others.
In all our analyses we found evidence of multiple sources of variation including
between-individual variation and between-colony variation. These results highlight the
importance of accounting for such grouping variables when analysing the data but also show
how much variation in the data arises from sources other than tag type and the other covariates
we considered here. Importantly, it suggests that tag effects are likely to vary across individuals
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and colonies perhaps due to the different foraging strategies they employ and the different
environmental conditions they face. Detecting more subtle tag effects against this backdrop of
variation may also be more difficult. Overall, the difficulty in detecting and interpreting results
of our tag effect analyses arises because the studies in question were not designed specifically
to assess tag effects nor address the same ecological questions, leading to the problems of
confounding variables described here. For example, tag deployment was much longer in the
SaW project in order to understand kittiwake foraging over a longer time period, but only
focussed at a couple of key sites. In contrast, deployment duration was shorter during FAME /
STAR but birds from multiple colonies were tracked to give a broader overview of kittiwake
foraging behaviour across the UK. Thus, a more carefully considered experimental design is
required to provide a less equivocal analysis of tag effects. We also acknowledge that as our
analyses do not contain a control group of untagged birds, we are unable to assess the true
magnitude of any tag effects but are instead restricted to comparison of the behaviour of birds
fitted with different tags. It is also clear that the variable one chooses to measure influences
whether an effect of tagging is identified (Barron et al. 2010) and emphasizes why focussing
on multiple measures is recommended (Vandenabeele et al. 2011). A further, more
philosophical problem is what to do when one finds tag effects and how such data should be
used? It is unlikely that tagging will have a positive effect on birds thus a tag effect of zero
represents a realistic boundary to any tag effect study for most measures. Unsurprisingly, a
range of meta-analyses have reported negative effects of tagging, and while average effect sizes
vary depending on the measure used to assess tag effects, they tend to be small (Barron et al.
2010, Bodey et al. 2018). However, there is no agreement on how large of an effect size
represents a problem or serious bias in tracking data (Seward et al. 2020). In practice,
researchers may have to weigh up the loss of information associated with discarding data versus
the strength of any identified tag effects and the potential biases this could introduce into the
dataset. For studies that do use tracking data we emphasize that robust examination of tag
effects should be included as part of initial study design at the outset of project and decisions
about the nature of tag effects should be based on empirical data wherever possible rather than
simply relying upon rules-of-thumb (Portugal & White 2018). Consequently, the intention of
the RSPB in future tracking studies is to undertake further empirical investigation of tagging
procedures and assessment of tag effects to enhance our understanding of tag effects following
advice given in recent reviews of this subject (e.g. Bodey et al. 2018, Geen et al. 2019).
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Table 19. Summary table displaying a summary of results from the different analyses of tag effects on black-legged kittiwakes conducted.
Measure

Tag Comparison

Colonies

Evidence for Tag Effect

Notes

Included
Change in body

FAME Regular Tags

All FAME

No clear effect of tag mass on

Interaction between mass at

mass during

(17.4 g) vs. FAME

colonies in North

mass change. Potential interaction

deployment and tag mass in top

deployment

Light Tags (15g)

Sea (Fig. 1)

between mass at deployment and

weighted model but 95% CRI span 0.

tag mass on change in body mass.

Counter-intuitively, interaction would
suggest lighter birds fitted with regular
FAME tags would be expected to gain
mass.

Foraging Trip

FAME Regular Tags

All FAME

Birds fitted with regular FAME

Interaction between tag type and bird

Duration

(17.4 g) vs. FAME

colonies in North

tags have longer trip duration

mass at deployment suggests increase

Light Tags (15g)

Sea (Fig. 1)

though relationship modified by

in trip duration in heavier birds fitted

interactions between tag type and

with regular FAME tags. In contrast,

bird mass at deployment and day

for heavier birds fitted with light

of the year on which tag was

FAME tags, trip duration expected to

fitted.

decrease.

First trip post-tagging longer than

Interaction between tag type and day

subsequent foraging trips. No

of year suggests that trip duration
declines as the breeding season
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difference between FAME tag

progresses for birds fitted with regular

types.

FAME tags. In contrast, trip duration
expected to increase as the breeding
season progresses for birds fitted with
light FAME tags

Max. distance from

FAME Regular Tags

All FAME

Birds fitted with regular FAME

Interaction between tag type and bird

colony during

(17.4 g) vs. FAME

colonies in North

tags travelled further from the

mass at deployment relatively weak but

foraging trip

Light Tags (15g)

Sea (Fig. 1)

colony. Potential interaction

included within top weighted model.

between tag type and bird mass at
deployment though 95% CRI
spanned 0.

Maximum distance from the
colony greater during first trip
post-tagging than subsequent
foraging trips No difference
between FAME tag types.
Total distance

FAME Regular Tags

travelled during

(17.4 g) vs. FAME

foraging trip

Light Tags (15g)

All FAME

Birds fitted with regular FAME Top weighted model included only a

colonies in North tags travelled further total distance single term which was tag type.
Sea (Fig. 1)

during a foraging trip.
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Total distance travelled during
foraging trip greater during first
trip post-tagging than subsequent
foraging

trips

No

difference

between FAME tag types.
Foraging Trip

FAME Regular Tags Colonies

at Potential effect of tag type on Potential effect of tag type on trip

Duration

(17.4 g) vs. FAME Bempton

/ foraging trip duration if using 90% duration if using more conservative

Light Tags (15g) vs. Flamborough
SaW extra light tag (8.5 and
g)

Filey,

Yorkshire

CRI not 95% CRI.
N.

90% CRI. If so, then birds tagged
during FAME (regular, light tags)

(Fig. Little difference in duration of first make, on average, trips of longer

1)

foraging trip post-tagging

duration.

Greater variation observed in trip
duration for birds tagged during
SaW than those tagged during
FAME
Max. distance from

FAME Regular Tags Colonies

colony during

(17.4 g) vs. FAME Bempton

foraging trip

Light Tags (15g) vs. Flamborough
SaW extra light tag (8.5 and

Filey,

at Little evidence of effect of tag type Interaction
/ on max. distance from colony.

between

deployment

duration and day of year bird was
tagged suggests for foraging trips

N.

performed later in the year increases in

g)

deployment duration were associated
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Yorkshire

(Fig. Little difference in max. distance with declines in maximum distance

1)

from colony across different tag from the colony and vice versa
types.

Interaction between deployment
duration and day of year
Total distance

FAME Regular Tags Colonies

travelled during

(17.4 g) vs. FAME Bempton

foraging trip

at Little evidence of effect of tag type For foraging trips performed earlier in
/ on total distance travelled.

Light Tags (15g) vs. Flamborough
SaW extra light tag (8.5 and
g)

Filey,

Yorkshire

duration were associated with increases
N. Little difference in total distance in total distance travelled.

(Fig. travelled across different tag types.

1)
Interaction between deployment
duration and day of year.

Greater variation observed in total
distance travelled for birds tagged
during SaW than those tagged
during FAME
Colony Attendance

the year increases in deployment

FAME Regular Tags Colonies

at No difference in colony attendance

(17.4 g) vs. FAME Bempton

/ patterns across different tag types.
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Light Tags (15g) vs. Flamborough
SaW extra light tag (8.5 and
g)

Filey,

Yorkshire

N.
(Fig.

1)
In- light activity

FAME Tags (Regular Colonies

at Birds tagged with extra light tags FAME tags amalgamated into one

& Light Tags - 17.5 g & Bempton

/ as part of SaW spend less time in group for this analysis.

15g) vs. SaW extra Flamborough
light tag (8.5 g)

and

Filey,

Yorkshire

flight than birds tagged during
N. FAME during each period of the Biggest difference in flight activity

(Fig. day.

1)

seen during periods of astronomical
twilight.
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Appendix
Calculating Utilisation Distributions
Utilisation distributions were estimated using biased random bridges (BRB) using the R
package adehabitatHR (Calenge 2006). BRB is a movement-based kernel method that links
together successive GPS fixes and interpolates between them to generate smoothed kernel
density estimates. Moreover, BRBs incorporate information on the temporal sequence of
measured locations. Utilisation distributions were also fitted using land masks.
BRB requires the user to set three main parameters based upon biological knowledge.
1) Tmax – the longest time period between points beyond which they are no longer considered
auto-correlated; 2) Lmin – the distance between successive points below which the animal is
considered stationary; 3) hmin – the minimum smoothing parameter which corresponds to the
minimum standard deviation in location uncertainty.

Tmax:
Following Stark et al. (2017), auto-correlation in GPS fixes was determined by
comparing the summed squared differences in step length between successive fixes
with randomly permuted values of step length across all foraging trips. After identifying
the distance at which auto-correlation was judged to break down for each trip we then
took the median of this value (2 hours) as our estimate of Tmax.
Lmin:
Lmin was defined as 50 metres which was set at twice the accuracy of our data loggers
(~ 20 metres) with 10 metres added for extra tolerance.
Hmin:
Benhamou and Cornelis (2010) state that hmin should at least be equal to the standard
deviation of localization error whilst also incorporating uncertainty inherent in animal
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movement behaviour. In particular, hmin should be large to enough to encompass
potential locations occurring within the same habitat patch as the recorded location. We
set hmin as the median distance travelled within one hour across all foraging trips which
was estimated as 1.5 km.

Using these parameters, we calculated a Utilisation Distribution for each foraging trip in our
dataset before creating an average Utilisation Distribution for each colony (Wilson et al. 2018).
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Fig. S1. Boxplot of Trip Duration data showing the distribution of trip duration between birds
tagged with light or regular IgotU GPS units during the FAME study.
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Fig. S2. Boxplot of log (Max. Distance from Colony) data showing the distribution of
maximum distance from the colony per foraging trip in birds tagged with light or regular IgotU
GPS units during the FAME study.
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Fig. S3. Boxplot of Total Distance Travelled data showing the distribution of total distance
travelled per foraging trip in birds tagged with light or regular IgotU GPS units during the
FAME study.
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Fig. S4. Boxplot of data showing the distribution of trip duration per foraging trip in birds
tagged with light or regular IgotU GPS units during the FAME / STAR study and birds tagged
with extra light Amsterdam tags during the SaW study. Years in which each study was
conducted is also labelled. Data is restricted to a subset of birds tracked at colonies in
Yorkshire.
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Fig. S5. Boxplot of data showing the distribution of maximum distance from the colony
recorded per foraging trip in birds tagged with light or regular IgotU GPS units during the
FAME / STAR study and birds tagged with extra light Amsterdam tags during the SaW study.
Years in which each study was conducted is also labelled. Data is restricted to a subset of birds
tracked at colonies in Yorkshire.
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Fig. S6. Boxplot of data showing the distribution of total distance travelled per foraging trip
in birds tagged with light or regular IgotU GPS units during the FAME / STAR study and
birds tagged with extra light Amsterdam tags during the SaW study. Years in which each
study was conducted is also labelled. Data is restricted to a subset of birds tracked at colonies
in Yorkshire.
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